The British Army to present updates on
Deployed Comms Modernisation at Mobile
Deployable Communications 2022 Conference
SMi Group reports: The CIS TDU, British
Army is set to give a presentation at the
Mobile Deployable Communications
conference in London next January.
LONDON, LONDON, UNITED
KINGDOM, October 14, 2021
/EINPresswire.com/ -- As 13 Signal
Regiment enters its second year, the
Communications Information Systems
Trials and Development Unit (CIS TDU)
is set to continue to build on its
success, to aid larger projects, as well
as conducting research and innovation
to continuously improve the
equipment available.
With activities looking to increase the
range, data capacity and ability of
Mobile Deployable Communications 2022 Conference
networks to function in contested
environments, the CIS TDU is ready to
support and enhance the ability of the British Army to dominate, control and exploit the
electromagnetic spectrum. (source: army.mod.uk)
Moving to London for the first time, the 15th Annual Mobile Deployable Communications
Conference, taking place on 27th and 28th January 2022, will have a renewed focus on the UK
MoD's strategic communications programme and the UK's tactical communications industry.
There is an early bird discount of £200 ending on 29th October. Interested parties can register at
http://www.mobiledeployable.com/PR2.
SMi Group is delighted to announce a keynote host nation briefing from Captain Dave Keegan,
SO2 CIS TDU, 13th Signals Regiment, British Army.

His presentation 'British Army Deployed Comms Modernization', will focus on:
•Key activities and goals for CIS TDU and how the programme will benefit the deployed
warfighter
•Cognitive and physical load: why is ease of use such a key requirement for effective and
sustainable ground communications?
•Survivability for deployed comms at Brigade level
•Novel C2 and communications research: where CIS TDU is going with its communications
modernization mission
In addition, the CIS TDU is heavily complimented by the ability to work with industry partners
and specialist agencies, such as Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL).
A confirmed senior representative from C4 Systems Group, Cyber and Information Systems
Division, DSTL will be presenting on the 'UK CIS Research and Development: The Way Ahead'.
The complimentary event brochure is available at http://www.mobiledeployable.com/PR2.
Mobile Deployable Communications
26th – 27th January 2022
London, UK
Sponsored by NSSLGlobal
#MDCSMi22
For sponsorship and exhibition opportunities, please contact Sadia Malick on +44 (0) 20 7827
6748 or smalick@smi-online.co.uk
For delegate enquiries, contact James Hitchen on +44 (0) 20 7827 6054 or jhitchen@smionline.co.uk
---END--About SMi Group:
Established in 1993, the SMi Group is a global event-production company that specializes in
Business-to-Business Conferences, Workshops, Masterclasses and online Communities. We
create and deliver events in the Defence, Security, Energy, Utilities, Finance and Pharmaceutical
industries. We pride ourselves on having access to the world's most forward-thinking opinion
leaders and visionaries, allowing us to bring our communities together to learn, engage, share
and network. More information can be found at http://www.smi-online.co.uk.
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